Allego starts partnership with Shell to operate fast charging at selected
Shell stations in the Netherlands and in the United Kingdom
First fast chargers are expected to be operational in 2017.
Arnhem, July 17th 2017. Shell and Allego are working together to install and operate the first
fast chargers for electric vehicles at selected Shell service stations. The project will include
selected charging sites at Shell stations in the United Kingdom and in The Netherlands. The
goal is that fast chargers are expected to be operational at all selected locations by the end of
2017. The first chargers are due to open in Greater London, Derby and the western part of the
Netherlands (Randstad).
Shell and Allego are delighted to be working together to bring fast charging capability (50 kW) to
selected Shell service stations in the UK and the Netherlands to meet the needs of EV drivers who
want to recharge on the go.
Reliable and open charging network
Anja van Niersen, CEO of Allego:”We are proud being a service partner for Shell and that we can
contribute to the transition towards cleaner mobility. We are looking forward to support Shell in
delivering excellent value to its customers.” Allego is monitoring the EV market intensively. “We see
that people are willing to shift towards electric mobility. But a lack of appropriate level of charging
infrastructure and interoperable charging services is one of their main concerns. Allego and Shell join
forces by adding fast chargers at the right service stations. Shell now actively contributes in creating a
reliable and open charging network. A network that is accessible for all EV drivers, despite the brand
of the car.”
About Allego
Allego is a leading CPO (Charge Point Operator) which has significant experience and expertise in emobility, including the creation of a network of multi standard fast chargers throughout several
countries in Europe. Allego deploys more than 5000 charging points in urban areas and along major
transportation routes. Allego focusses on operating and servicing a reliable charging network and EV
platform to enable EV drivers to charge whatever Mobility Service Provider they have. Allego
facilitates all EV drivers by working with open standards and interoperable services.
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